
Treasures Of Armenia

Welcome To Armenia, a country with thousand-year historical monuments. That have become invaluable as a world

Heritage. The classic tour includes several popular destinations, as well as a walk around the capital. You will have an

opportunity to get acquainted with the ancient country, its culture, architecture and traditions.

Day - 6 Yerevan

Sevanavank Monastery, Sevan Cruise, Dilijan, Goschavank Monastery, Nairian Cosmetic 
Factory, Yerevan (B/L/D) 

fter breakfast climb the stairs up on the peninsula from where opens a fascinating view to the “blue-eyed” lake.

Sightseeing tour on the peninsula. Lake Sevan is considered to be one of the largest sweet lakes in the world at an

altitude of 1897 meters above sea level. Then, take a cruise during which you feel completely in harmony with nature.

Departure to the little Switzerland of Armenia – Dilijan resort town.Tour to the most beautiful monastery Haghartsin.

After lunch visit the monastery Goshavank, a medieval monastery. Now it's time to discover the Armenian cosmetics

factory Nairian. Here you walk through the gardens of the factory, then visit the manufacturing process. Return to

Yerevan. Dinner in a local restaurant.

Overnight: Yerevan
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Inclusions

8 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE: 

- Cognac degustation

- Wine degustation

- Partisipation at “lavash” baking ceremony

- Cruise in Sevan

- Entrance to the cosmetics factory Nairian

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses 

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

1 bottle of water per day per person 

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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